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Recapitulatio

• Descartes’ foundationalism: 

• Indubitable beliefs are beliefs about our inner world, 

e.g. the belief that I am thinking, that I have beliefs. 

• To my inner world belongs an idea of a per

• A perfect being must exist and be good and 

powerful. 

• Therefore all clear and distinct per

and sufficient grounds for knowledge.



Recapitulatio

• The weak links in Descartes’ foundationalism: 

• Trades on an ambiguity of ‘perfect’ in the pr
existence of God. 

• Circularity charge: Descartes uses his criterion of 
‘clear and distinct’ belief to prove the existence of 
God, which in turn he uses to justify clear and distinct 
beliefs. 

• Basis of our knowledge about the world is not in the 
world or in the relation between us and the world, but 
in our beliefs.



A Different The
Reliabilism

• Justificationism and Foundationalism shar

they look for the link between reality and beliefs fr

the belief-side. 

• A belief is justified if it is formed accor

rules of belief-formation. 

• Knowledge is a belief which guarantees its own truth 

through being clear and distinct. 

• Reliabilism takes a different appr

belief which is caused by the fact it is a belief about.
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Foundationalism
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Knowledge



Basic Idea of Reli

• A human being is like a measuring instrument: the beliefs 

are like the measuring results, and they ar

they are reliably formed. 

• An instrument is reliable if it works in such a way that if fact 

p is there, it always/necessarily displays something like 

and if fact p is not there, it never/necessarily does not 

display(s) something like ‘p’. 

• Fact p causes the result ‘p’. 

• A belief p is knowledge if the fact that 

that p.



Knowledge as Relia

• Whether the fact that p causes the belief that 

the circumstances: just as an instrument does not work in all 

circumstances, a human being and the cir

always so that the fact p causes the belief that 

• Either sometimes there is a belief that 

belief that p is true, but in the circumstances could have been 

there while p is false > then not caused by the fact that 

• But for a belief being knowledge or not, it does not matter what 

would happen in other circumstances > just as the instrument 

works (is reliable) in the right circumstances, so the belief is 

knowledge if the circumstances are right.
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No Requirement for 

• A causal link between reality and belief does not r

that we are aware of that link (contrast justificationism: we 

must at least be able to formulate the justification): perhaps 

we cannot defend our belief at all against skeptical 

scenarios, perhaps we do not really have a justification at 

all. 

• Still: according to reliabilism it would count as knowledge. 

• So: we need not have beliefs about beliefs in or

knowledge— we do not need to show that we cannot be 

wrong in having this belief— we do not need to be cer



Reliabilism ma
Knowledge Rel

• Whether a true belief counts as knowledge is dependent on 

the circumstances we take into account for assessing the 

causal link: 

• Just as an instrument may be reliable for one range of values 

and not reliable for a larger range of values (e.g. a 

thermometer which necessarily gives the right value between 

0° and 150℉, but not necessarily between -50° and 200

so a belief may be reliable and thus knowledge in one set of 

circumstances, but in a larger set of cir

belief that there is a swan is necessarily right if the only white 

birds around are swans, but not necessarily right if ther

also white geese around).



Relative to ‘Cont
Evaluation

• In a world (context) in which the only things around that look like bar

barns, the belief that there is a barn is reliable and thus knowledge — say in 

Indiana, or Bloomington. 

• In a world in which there are also barn façades ar

a barn is not reliable and thus not knowledge — say in Califor

• Usually it is clear what the context of evaluation is — but not always. 

• Contexts of evaluations vary; e.g. in science the context of evaluation is ver

broad— often the whole of reality; whereas in ever

‘He knows that that is a barn.’ 

• Is this an advantage or a disadvantage of reliabilism? 

as we talk about knowledge in stricter and less strict ways— r

explain this



Examples

• Explain what the different conditions are for knowledge of the following conclusions accor
justificationism, foundationalism, and reliabilism: 

• You go to your grandmother’s house and see a white bir
it’s a swan. J: grandmother tells you it’s a swan/there ar
reliable; F: you have a clear and distinct belief that that is a swan (perhaps ar
to see it); R: the only thing that causes swan beliefs in this context (your grandma’
backyard) actually are swans 

• You go to a coffeeshop and order a latte. When you get to the end of the bar
with your name on it. You conclude there is a latte inside it. 
reason to believe that this coffeeshop is reliable; F: you actually taste the latte, perhaps; R: 
this coffeeshop is a context that is reliable enough such that the only thing that causes latte-
beliefs are lattes (but likely wouldn’t be knowledge consider
coffeeshops, or especially if you have a common name)

• You look at the clock and it says it’s 11:15. You conclude it’
sample of past reliability of this clock; F: not clear how this could be possible. Perhaps if we 
can justify all of science and then derive that a certain atomic clock is r
have knowledge here; R: the context of this clock is such that the 11:15-belief is only caused 
by the time 11:15 (in the context of all analog clocks this may not be knowledge.)




